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SB LIFE & STYLE this season

BENDING THE RULES
With an unconventional approach to 
abstract and !gurative art, Cassandria"s 
work is an impressive demonstration of 
talent, using specialized technique to create 
distinctive displays of color. Her process, 
reverse painting on glass, consists of 
applying paint to one side and #ipping the 
glass over to reveal the !nal image. $e !rst 
brush strokes are the !rst the viewer will 
see, so there is little that can be edited—a 
daring and unapologetic approach to 
art. Cassandria goes beyond this process, 
shattering her reverse-painted glass and 
then restoring the image to another version 
of itself. $e result is !ssure-like crevices 
that add texture to every inch of her already 
detailed work. Cassandria"s abstracts 
resemble exploding supernovas of bright 
aqua and fuschia, while her !gurative 
work portrays realistic women in elegant 
detail. Located on Coast Village Road in 
Montecito, the gallery"s collection is one for 
the bold abstract enthusiast.
cassandriablackmore.com

FOR THE LOVE OF ART 
Colette Cosentino"s feathery, airy 
brustrokes sculpt swirling winter whites, 
splashes of ocean, blooming #orals, 
and starry skies, inviting the viewer to 
experience their own inspiration. As a 
native to the area, her work focuses upon 
the unchanging elements of Santa Barbara"s 
landscape—the sea, sky, and land. With 
a 30 year artistic career, Colette"s talent 
ranges far beyond the medium of painting, 
including a line of %artful& lifestyle 
products like ornaments and paperweights, 
as well as murals, wall coverings, and 
prints. Colette"s pastel paintings capture 
the magical childlike wonder o'en lost in 
contemporary and modern art—truly a 
dream on canvas. $e atelier and gallery, 
located on West Anapamu Street, is open 
by appointment only.
colettecosentino.com  

COVET CONTEMPORARY
Santa Barbara"s freshest selection of 
contemporary and modern art is on 
display at Maune Contemporary, the 
second location of art-collecting couple 
Heidi and Ramsey Maune"s gallery. 
Paying homage to Heidi"s past as a UC 
Santa Barbara graduate, the gallery"s !rst 
exhibition is appropriately entitled %Finally 
Home,& featuring limited-edition !ne art 
by lauded artists from across the globe. 
Maune blends genres from abstract and 
expressionism to realism and pop. Mixed 
media artworks combine painting with 
neon lighting, sculpture with realism, 
optical illusion with precision. $e gallery 
o(ers up not only its unique pieces for the 
pleasure of the contemporary art lover, but 
also advisory and curatorial services in an 
e(ort to advance the art world as a whole.
maune.com

EYE CANDY
Life imitates art by virtue of Andrea 
Schumacher, accomplished Santa Barbara 
and Denver-based interior designer. 
Incorporating artistic style into every 
nook, Andrea"s enchanting spaces provide 
no shortage of variety in color, detail, 
and texture. %My knowledge of design 
comes from a long, ongoing love of the 
world around me,& Andrea remarks. %I 
am a true student of the living, breathing 
world.& She transforms any dark and 
neglected corner into a functional and 
aesthetic space, leaving no blank wall 
or co(ee table uncharacterized. Mixing 
complexity with simplicity and playfulness 
with sophistication, personality peeks 
through just the right amount. Following 
her expertise and passion for design, 
Andrea"s !rst book Vibrant Interiors is 
set for release in April, teaching us how 
to %live large at home& through a fearless 
aesthetic philosophy.
andreaschumacherinteriors.com

IMPASTO SYNDROME 
$e post-impressionist era has returned, 
courtesy of Santa Barbara Museum 
of Art"s newest exhibition, %$rough 
Vincent"s Eyes: Van Gogh and His Sources.& 
Showcasing 20 works by the famous artist, 
the exhibition also includes 75 other works 
by artists and authors of the romantic and 
impressionist eras, in an e(ort to highlight 
Van Gogh"s creative inspirations. Over 60 
artists, including Claude Monet and Paul 
Gauguin, are represented in the collection, 
as well as literary works by writers such 
as Charles Dickens and Edgar Allen Poe. 
$e show portrays Van Gogh"s devotion to 
the era, and his avant-garde approach to 
creating art during the 19th century. $e 
exhibit will be open through May 22. )
sbma.net

by ALEXANDRA LEE

SANTA BARBARA’S ART SCENE FLOURISHES WITH 
FRESH TAKES ON CLASSIC GENRES
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